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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to generalize the classical James theorem characterizing the reflexivity
of Banach spaces to one characterizing the random reflexivity of complete random normed modules.
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1. Introduction
Random metric theory, which originated from the theory of probabilistic metric spaces
(see [13,14] for details), has undergone lots of developments in the past ten years (see
[3–5]), in particular the theory of random normed (briefly RN) modules has obtained some
deep developments [6–8,10,11].
RN modules are a generalization of ordinary normed spaces. The main difficulty in the
study of RN modules lies in that the theory of traditional conjugate spaces can no longer
apply universally to the further development of RN modules because RN modules do not
always admit a nontrivial continuous linear functional. The theory of random conjugate
spaces for RN modules has been developed in order to overcome the above difficulty, at
the same time the random reflexivity based on the theory of random conjugate spaces
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generalize the classical James theorem characterizing the reflexivity of a Banach space to
one characterizing the random reflexivity of a complete RN module.
Historically, there exist two definitions of an RN space: the first was given in [13, p. 240]
and the second in [5]. Either of the two has its respective advantages and disadvantages
(see [3,4] for details), the notion of an RN module used in this paper is exactly based on
the second, since the paper [5] is not universally available to the reader, for the reader’s
convenience and the removing of any possible vagueness we will briefly recall the notion
of an RN module as well as some necessary known facts of random conjugate spaces
in Section 2 of this paper while we will also generalize some results on pointwise best
approximation in [9,15] from a particular RN module to a general complete RN module in
order to provide crucial preliminaries for the proof of our main result which will be given
in Section 3 of this paper.
2. Preliminaries
In the sequel of this paper, K always denotes the scalar field R of real numbers or C of
complex numbers, (Ω ,A, µ) a positive σ -finite measure space and L(µ,K) the algebra of
all µ-equivalence classes of the K-valued µ-measurable functions defined on (Ω , A, µ)
under the ordinary addition, multiplication and the scalar multiplication operations on the
µ-equivalence classes unless otherwise stated. The terminologies such as µ-measurable
functions (even with values in a Banach space) and µ-equivalence classes used in this
paper are the same as given in [1] or [2].
Proposition 2.1 [2]. L(µ,R) is an order-complete lattice under the ordering : ξ  η iff
ξ0(ω) η0(ω) µ-almost everywhere (briefly, µ-a.e.) for any ξ and η in L(µ,R), where ξ0
and η0 are arbitrarily chosen representatives of ξ and η, respectively, and has the following
nice properties:
(1) for every subset A of L(µ,R) having the supremum (denoted by∨A) or the infimum
(denoted by ∧A) there exist a countable subset {an | n ∈ N} and a countable subset
{bn | n ∈ N} of A such that∨A =∨n1 an and
∧
A =∧n1 bn, respectively, where
N stands for the set of positive integers;
(2) if the subset A is directed (dually directed) with respect to the order , namely there
exists at least an a3 in A for any two elements a1 and a2 in A such that a1 ∨ a2  a3
(accordingly, a1 ∧ a2  a3), then {an | n ∈ N} ({bn | n ∈ N}) in (1) can be chosen as
nondecreasing (accordingly, nonincreasing).
Specially L+(µ) always denotes the set {ξ ∈ L(µ,R) | ξ  0}, where 0 denotes the null
element of L(µ,R); for an arbitrary element ξ in L(µ,K), |ξ | stands for the µ-equivalence
class determined by the µ-measurable function |ξ0| :Ω → R defined by |ξ0|(ω) = |ξ0(ω)|
∀ω ∈ Ω , where ξ0 is an arbitrarily chosen representative of ξ , it is clear that |ξ | ∈ L+(µ).
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over K with base (Ω , A, µ) if S is a linear space over K and X is a mapping from S to
L+(µ) such that the following are satisfied:
(RN-1) Xαp = |α| · Xp ∀α ∈ K,p ∈ S;
(RN-2) Xp+q Xp + Xq ∀p,q ∈ S;
(RN-3) Xp = 0 implies p = θ (the null in S);
where Xp denotes X (p), called the random norm of the vector p in S. If, in addition, there
exists another mapping ∗ :L(µ,K) × S → S such that the following are also satisfied:
(RNM-1) (S,∗) is a left module over the algebra L(µ,K);
(RNM-2) Xξ∗p = |ξ | · Xp ∀ξ ∈ L(µ,K), p ∈ S;
then the triple (S, X , ∗) is a random normed module (briefly, an RN module) over K with
base (Ω , A, µ).
Remark 2.1. As pointed out in [5], the module multiplication ∗ can be regarded as a natural
extension of the scalar multiplication. From now on, we briefly write (S, X ) for (S, X ,∗),
and ξ · p for ξ ∗ p once ∗ is understood.
Example 2.1. Denote by L(µ,B) the linear space of all µ-equivalence classes of the
µ-measurable functions from (Ω , A, µ) to a normed space (B,‖ · ‖) with the linear struc-
ture as usual. Define X :L(µ,B) → L+(µ) as follows:
Xp = ‖p‖ := the µ-equivalence class determined by the µ-measurable function
‖p0‖ :Ω → [0,+∞) defined by ‖p0‖(ω) = ‖p0(ω)‖ ∀ω ∈ Ω , where p is in L(µ,B)
and p0 is an arbitrarily chosen representative of p.
Define ∗ :L(µ,K) × L(µ,B) → L(µ,B) by ξ ∗ p = the µ-equivalence class deter-
mined by the µ-measurable function ξ0 · p0 :Ω → B defined by (ξ0 · p0)(ω) = (ξ0(ω)) ·
(p0(ω)) ∀ω ∈ Ω , where ξ0 and p0 are arbitrarily chosen representatives of ξ in L(µ,K)
and p in L(µ,B), respectively.
Then L(µ,B) is an RN module over K with base (Ω , A, µ), in particular L(µ,K) is
an RN module.
In this paper, given an RN space (S, X ) over K with base (Ω , A, µ), it is always
assumed that (S, X ) is endowed with the (ε, λ)-topology (see [5] for details), it suffices to
say that the (ε, λ)-topology is a metrizable linear topology, a sequence {pn} in S converges
in the (ε, λ)-topology to some p in S iff {Xpn−p} converges in measure µ to 0 on each A ∈
Awith µ(A) < +∞, and that when (S,X ) is an RN module S is a topological module over
the topological algebra L(µ,K), namely the module multiplication · :L(µ,K) × S → S
is jointly continuous.
Definition 2.2 [5]. Let (S,X ) be an RN space over K with base (Ω,A,µ). A lin-
ear operator f from S to L(µ,K) is a µ-a.e. bounded random linear functional on S
if there exists some ξ in L+(µ) such that |f (p)|  ξ · Xp ∀p ∈ S. Denote by S∗ the
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dition and scalar multiplication on linear operators; define X ∗ :S∗ → L+(µ) by X∗f :=
X ∗(f ) =∧{ξ ∈ L+(µ) | |f (p)| ξ · Xp ∀p ∈ S} ∀f ∈ S∗, and ⊗ :L(µ,K) × S∗ → S∗
by (ξ ⊗ f )(p) = ξ · (f (p)) ∀ξ ∈ L(µ,K), f ∈ S∗ and p ∈ S, then it is easy to check
that (S∗,X ∗,⊗) is an RN module over K with base (Ω,A,µ), still denoted by (S∗,X ∗),
called the random conjugate space of (S,X ), it is always complete (see [8]).
Proposition 2.2 below is merely a restatement of the corresponding results of [6] based
on Definitions 2.1 and 2.2.
Proposition 2.2. Let (S,X ) be an RN module over K with base (Ω,A,µ). Then we have
the following:
(1) f ∈ S∗ iff f is a continuous module homomorphism from S to L(µ,K);
(2) if f ∈ S∗, then X∗f =
∨{|f (p)| | p ∈ S and Xp  1}, where 1 denotes the identity
element in L(µ,R); furthermore, there exists a sequence {pn | n ∈ N} in S such that
Xpn  1 ∀n ∈ N , {f (pn) | n ∈ N} ⊂ L+(µ) and converges in a nondecreasing way
to X∗f .
Let 1  p +∞ and (S,X ) denote an RN module over K with base (Ω,A,µ). De-




p dµ)1/p ∀g ∈ S when 1  p < +∞, and
‖g‖∞ = the µ-essentially supremum norm of Xg . Denote Lp(S) = {g ∈ S | ‖g‖p < +∞}
for all p such that 1  p  +∞, then (Lp(S),‖ · ‖p) is a normed space over K and
Lp(S) is dense in S with respect to the (ε, λ)-topology for every p, 1 p +∞. When
S = L(µ,B), Lp(S) is just the ordinary Lebesgue–Bochner function space Lp(µ,B); in
particular, when S = L(µ,K) we simply write | · |p for the ‖ · ‖p on Lp(µ,K).
Let (S,X ) be a complete RN module over K with base (Ω,A,µ). (S∗,X ∗) denotes
its random conjugate space, and (S∗∗,X ∗∗) its double random conjugate space, it is easy
to see that the canonical embedding mapping J :S → S∗∗ defined by [J (p)](f ) = f (p)
∀p ∈ S and f ∈ S∗, is a random-norm-preserving module homomorphism; further, if J is
also surjective then S is called random reflexive. To characterize the random reflexivity of
a general complete RN module, Guo in [10] generalized the representation theorems of the
dual of Lebesgue–Bochner function spaces (e.g., see [1, Theorem IV. 1.1]) to the following
abstract and interesting shape:
Proposition 2.3 ([10], see also [4] for its proof). Let 1 p < +∞ and 1 < q +∞ be a
pair of Hölder conjugate numbers. Then the canonical embedding mapping T : (Lq(S∗),
‖ · ‖q) → (Lp(S),‖ · ‖p)′ defined by [T (f )](g) =
∫
Ω
f (g)dµ∀f ∈ Lq(S∗) and g ∈
Lp(S), is an isometric isomorphism, where (Lp(S),‖ · ‖p)′ denotes the classical conju-
gate space of (Lp(S),‖ · ‖p).
Proposition 2.3 leads immediately to Proposition 2.4 below that will also be used in
Section 3 of this paper.
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ive, where p is any fixed number such that 1 < p < +∞.
In the rest of this section, (S,X ) always denotes a complete RN module over K with
base (Ω,A,µ).
Definition 2.3. Let G be a subset of S and g be in S; then Xg,G :=∧{Xg−g1 | g1 ∈ G} is
called the random distance from g to G; if g0 ∈ G is such that Xg−g0 = Xg,G then g0 is
called a best approximant of g in G with respect to the random norm X on S (briefly, an
RN-best approximant); further, if every g in S has an RN-best approximant in G then G
is said to be RN-proximinal in S. Finally G is said to be convex in the sense of module
(briefly, M-convex) if ξ · g1 + η · g2 ∈ G whenever g1 and g2 are in G and ξ and η are in
L+(µ) such that ξ + η = 1.
Theorem 2.1 below is an interesting generalization of [12, Theorem 5] with a simpler
proof, in particular using it can lead to a brief proof of Theorem 2.2 below. Lemma 2.1
below is needed for the proof of it.
Lemma 2.1. Let G be an M-convex set of S. Then {Xg | g ∈ G} is dually directed relative
to  on L(µ,R), and thus by Proposition 2.1(2) there exists a sequence {gn | n ∈ N} in G
such that {Xgn | n ∈ N} converges to
∧{Xg | g ∈ G} in a nonincreasing way.
Proof. It suffices to prove there exists a g3 ∈ G for any two elements g1 and g2 in G such
that Xg3 = Xg1 ∧ Xg2 . Let X0g1 and X0g2 be arbitrarily chosen representatives of Xg1 and
Xg2 , respectively, A = {ω ∈ Ω | X0g1(ω)X0g2(ω)} and Ac = Ω \A. Denote by I˜A and I˜Ac
the µ-equivalence classes of the characteristic functions of A and Ac, respectively, then it
is easy to see that Xg3 = Xg1 ∧ Xg2 , where g3 = I˜A · g1 + I˜Ac · g2.
This completes the proof. 
Theorem 2.1. Let G be a closed M-convex set of S and contain the null θ in S. For
any fixed p ∈ [1,+∞], denote Lp(G) = {g′ ∈ G | ‖g′‖p < +∞} and dist(g,Lp(G)) =
inf{‖g − g′‖p | g′ ∈ Lp(G)}, where g is any fixed element in Lp(S). Then we have
dist(g,Lp(G)) = |Xg,G|p .
Proof. From Lp(G) ⊂ G it follows that Xg,G  Xg,Lp(G). In the other direction, since
Lp(G) is dense in G with respect to the (ε, λ)-topology it is also easy to see that
Xg,Lp(G)  Xg,G. To sum up, Xg,G = Xg,Lp(G). It is also obvious from Xg,G  Xg (by
noting θ ∈ G) that |Xg,G|p < +∞.
Clearly, Lp(G) is still M-convex, hence {g − g′ | g′ ∈ Lp(G)} also M-convex, so
Lemma 2.1 yields a sequence {g(n) | n ∈ N} in Lp(G) such that {Xg−g(n) | n ∈ N} con-
verges to Xg,Lp(G) ≡ Xg,G in a nonincreasing way.
Obviously, dist(g,Lp(G))  |Xg,Lp(G)|p ≡ |Xg,G|p , the proof that dist(g,Lp(G)) 
|Xg,G|p can be divided into the following two cases:
Case (1): when 1  p < +∞ Lebesgue dominating convergence principle yields that
|Xg,G|p = |Xg,Lp(G)|p = limn→∞ |Xg−g(n)|p  dist(g,Lp(G)).
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finite measure space, then Egoroff theorem says the above sequence {Xg−g(n) | n ∈ N}
also converges µ-uniformly to Xg,L∞(G) ≡ Xg,G, namely for each n ∈ N there ex-
ists an En ∈ A such that µ(Ω \ En) < 1/n and {Xg−g(k) | k ∈ N} converges uni-
formly to Xg,L∞(G) on En. Since µ(
⋃∞
n=1 En) = 0, we can suppose Ω =
⋃∞
n=1 En.
If |Xg,G|∞ ≡ |Xg,L∞(G)|∞ < dist(g,L∞(G)), then there must be some ε > 0 such
that |Xg,L∞(G)|∞ + ε < dist(g,L∞(G)), we will show this is impossible: in fact, let
F1 = E1, Fn = En \ ⋃n−1k=1 Ek ∀n  2; then Fi ∩ Fj = ∅ (i = j) and
⋃∞
n=1 Fn = Ω ;
since {Xg−g(n) | n ∈ N} converges uniformly on each Fk to Xg,L∞(G), for each k ∈ N
there exists n(k) ∈ N such that |I˜Fk · Xg−g(n(k))|∞ < |I˜Fk · Xg,L∞(G)|∞ + ε and such that
n(k + 1) > n(k) ∀k ∈ N , where I˜Fk is the µ-equivalence class of the characteristic func-
tion of Fk ; from the fact
∑∞
k=1 µ(Fk) = µ(Ω) < +∞, {
∑n
k=1 I˜Fk · g(n(k)) | n ∈ N} is a
Cauchy sequence in G (by noting θ ∈ G) in the (ε, λ)-topology, and hence convergent to
some g0 in G (since G is closed); since |Xg−g0 |∞ = sup{|I˜Fk · Xg−g(n(k))|∞ | k ∈ N} 
sup{|I˜Fk · Xg,L∞(G)|∞ | k ∈ N} + ε = |Xg,L∞(G)|∞ + ε < dist(g,L∞(G)) < +∞, which
further means g0 ∈ L∞(G) and it is clearly impossible that |Xg−g0 |∞ < dist(g,L∞(G)),
this ends the proof of case (2).
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
Theorem 2.2 below is a generalization of [15, Theorem 3.1], since it is crucial in this
paper we give its proof.
Theorem 2.2. Let 1 p < +∞ and G be a closed M-convex subset of S such that θ ∈ G.
Then G is RN-proximinal in S iff Lp(G) is proximinal in Lp(S).
Proof. (1) Necessity: suppose g is any element in Lp(S), since G is RN-proximinal in S,
there exists some element g0 in G such Xg−g0 = Xg,G. Since θ ∈ G, Xg−g0 Xg−θ = Xg ,
Xg0  2Xg , this implies g0 ∈ Lp(G), which in turn implies dist(g,Lp(G)) = |Xg,G|p =
‖g − g0‖p , namely g0 is a best approximant of g in Lp(G).
(2) Sufficiency: we can suppose, without loss of generality, (Ω,A,µ) is a finite measure
space; given a g in S, let An = {ω ∈ Ω | n − 1X0g(ω) < n} for each n ∈ N , where X0g is
an arbitrarily chosen representative of Xg , and gn = I˜An ·g, where I˜An is the µ-equivalence
class of the characteristic function of An, then gn clearly belongs to Lp(S); according to
the proximinality of Lp(G) in Lp(S) there exists an hn in Lp(G) such that ‖gn − hn‖p =
dist(gn,Lp(G)) = |Xgn,Lp(G)|p ≡ |Xgn,G|p (by Theorem 2.1); since 1  p < +∞ and
Xgn−hn  Xgn,Lp(G) ≡ Xgn,G, then Xgn−hn must equal Xgn,Lp(G) ≡ Xgn,G, namely gn
has the RN-best approximant hn in G; for each k ∈ N , let qk =∑kn=1 I˜An · hn, since∑∞
n=1 µ(An) = µ(
⋃∞
n=1 An) = µ(Ω) < +∞, {qk} is a Cauchy sequence in G (since G
is M-convex and θ ∈ G) in the (ε, λ)-topology, and then convergent to some element h in
G (since G is also closed), further it is easy to check that Xg−h = Xg,G, namely h is the
RN-best approximant of g in G.This completes the proof of Theorem 2.2. 
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Let (S,X ) be a given complete RN module over K with base (Ω,A,µ), then we have
Theorem 3.1. The following statements are equivalent to each other:
(1) (S,X ) is random reflexive;
(2) Every closed M-convex subset G in S is RN-proximinal in S;
(3) Every closed submodule G in S is RN-proximinal in S;
(4) For every µ-a.e. bounded random linear functional f on S there exists g in S(1) such
that X∗f = f (g), where S(1) = {g ∈ S | Xg  1}.
The above equivalence of (1)–(4) can be called the James theorem in complete RN
modules. The proof of Theorem 3.1 remains to need Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 below. For the
proofs of the two lemmas let us recall some notations and terminologies from [5]: Let
ξ be in L(µ,K) with ξ0 as an arbitrarily chosen representative. Denote A0 = {ω ∈ Ω |
ξ0(ω) = 0}, define the µ-measurable function ξ−10 :Ω → K by ξ−10 (ω) = 1/ξ0(ω) if ω ∈
A0, and 0 otherwise. Denote by Q(ξ) the µ-equivalence class determined by ξ−10 , called
the quasi-inverse of ξ , by [ξ = 0] the µ-equivalence class determined by the µ-measurable
set A0, and by I[ξ =0] the µ-equivalence class determined by the characteristic function of
A0, it is clear that ξ · Q(ξ) = I[ξ =0]. In particular, when ξ and η are in L(µ,R) one can
easily understand these notations such as I[ξ>η] and [ξ > η].
Lemma 3.1. Let f be in S∗. Then {g ∈ S | f (g) = X∗f } is nonempty.
Proof. Let A = [X∗f > 0]; then IA ·X∗f = X∗f . We can also suppose, without loss of gener-
ality, X∗f = IA (otherwise we consider Q(X∗f ) ·f ). Let {pn | n ∈ N} in S(1) be the same as
in Proposition 2.2(2); then {f (pn) | n ∈ N} converges in a nondecreasing way to X∗f = IA.
We can also suppose, without loss of generality, (Ω,A,µ) is a finite measure space. Let
An = [f (pn) > 0]; then {IAn} ↗ IA, and thus we can assume that An has a representative
A0n for each n ∈ N and A has a representative A0 such that A0n ⊂ A0n+1 ∀n ∈ N and A0 =⋃∞
n=1 A0n.
Take B1 = A01 and Bn = A0n \ A0n−1 ∀n  2, then Bi ∩ Bj = ∅ (i = j) and
⋃∞
n=1 Bn
= A0, again set p˜n = I˜Bn · Q(f (pn)) · pn ∀n ∈ N , since
∑∞
n=1 µ(Bn) = µ(
⋃∞
n=1 Bn) =
µ(A0) < +∞, it is easy to see {∑kn=1 p˜n|k ∈ N} is a Cauchy sequence in the (ε, λ)-topolo-
gy on S, hence convergent to some element g, obviously f (g) = limk→∞∑kn=1 f (p˜n) =∑∞
n=1 I˜Bn = IA = X∗f .
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.1. 
Lemma 3.2. Let f be the in S∗ and A = [X∗f > 0]. Then ∧{Xp | p ∈ S and f (p) = X∗f }= IA.
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∧{Xp | p ∈ S and f (p) = X∗f } by ξ . We can suppose X∗f = IA as in
the proof of Lemma 3.1. Then whenever p ∈ S is such that f (p) = X∗f = IA we have
IA = f (p)X∗f · Xp = IA · Xp Xp , so ξ  IA.
As to ξ  IA, we prove this as follows: since, if f (p) = IA, then f (IA ·p) = IA ·f (p) =
IA · IA = IA, which means ξ  IA · ξ by the definition of ξ . Thus ξ = IA · ξ . If ξ > IA
(namely ξ  IA but ξ = IA), set D = [ξ > IA], then it is easy to see from ξ = IA · ξ that
D ⊂ A and µ(D) > 0, it remains to show this is impossible as follows.
Let η =∨{|f (p)| | p ∈ S and Xp  ξ}; then η = ξ · X∗f = ξ · IA = ξ . Similar to the
conclusion in Proposition 2.2(2), we can have a sequence {pn | n ∈ N} such that Xpn  ξ ,
f (pn) ∈ L+(µ) and {f (pn) | n ∈ N} ↗ η.
Since ξ > IA has been assumed, then there exist some natural number n0, a µ-meas-
urable subset E of Ω , a representative D0 of D and a representative r0 of f (pn0) such
that E ⊂ D0,µ(E) > 0 and r0(ω) > 1 for each ω ∈ E. Put p1 = Q(f (pn0)) · I˜E · pn0 and
p∗ = p1 + (IA − I˜E) · p2, where p2 ∈ S such that f (p2) = IA (p2 exists by Lemma 3.1).
Then f (p1) = I˜E · Q(f (pn0)) · f (pn0) = I˜E · I[f (pn0 ) =0] = I˜E (since E ⊂ [r0 > 1]), and
f (p∗) = I˜E + (IA − I˜E) · IA = I˜E + IA − I˜E = IA (it is clear that I˜E · IA = I˜E by noting
E ⊂ D0 and D ⊂ A). By the definition of ξ one can have ξ Xp∗ . But for an arbitrarily
chosen representative X0p∗ of Xp∗ , an arbitrarily chosen representative X0pn0 of Xpn0 and
an arbitrarily chosen representative ξ0 of ξ , one can have X0p∗(ω) = X0pn0 (ω)/r
0(ω) <
X0pn0
(ω)  ξ0(ω) for almost all ω in E by the definitions of p∗ and p1 and again noting
X0pn0
(ω) > 0 for almost all ω in E (otherwise, it is impossible that r0(ω) > 1 for each ω
in E), but µ(E) > 0, this is a contradiction to the fact that ξ Xp∗ .
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.2. 
Now we can return to the proof of Theorem 3.1 as follows.
(1) ⇒ (2) Suppose (S,X ) is random reflexive, then L2(S) is a reflexive Banach space
by Proposition 2.4; further, since translation does not change the RN-proximinality of a set,
we can assume θ ∈ G, then L2(G) is a closed convex set in L2(S), and hence proximinal
in L2(S), Theorem 2.2 further implies G is RN-proximinal in S.
(2) ⇒ (3) is clear.
(3) ⇒ (4) Let f ∈ S∗ and A = [X∗f = 0], we can also suppose X∗f = IA, so by
Lemma 3.1 one can have some p0 in S such that f (p0) = IA, and thus {p ∈ S | f (p) =
IA} = p0 + {p ∈ S | f (p) = 0}. By the hypothesis on (3) {p ∈ S | f (p) = 0} is RN-
proximinal in S, so is {p ∈ S | f (p) = IA}. Let g be an RN-best approximant of θ in
{p ∈ S | f (p) = IA}, then Lemma 3.2 shows Xg =∧{Xp | p ∈ S is such that f (p) =
IA = X∗f } = IA, namely g ∈ S(1) and f (g) = X∗f .
(4) ⇒ (1) By Proposition 2.4 we need only to prove L2(S) is reflexive, while the clas-
sical James theorem tells us to need only to check that every bounded linear functional F
on L2(S) can attain its norm on the closed unit ball of L2(S). We can suppose, without
loss of generality, ‖F‖ = 1. By Proposition 2.3 there exists unique f in L2(S∗) such that
F(h) = ∫
Ω
f (h)dµ ∀h ∈ L2(S) and such that ‖f ‖2 = 1. Applying the hypothesis on (4)to f yields some g0 in S(1) such that f (g0) = X∗f .







(X∗f )2 · (Xg0)2 dµ 
∫
Ω
(X∗f )2 dµ =
‖f ‖22 = 1, and F(g) =
∫
Ω
f (X∗f · g0) dµ =
∫
Ω
X∗f · f (g0) dµ =
∫
Ω
(X∗f )2 dµ = ‖f ‖22 =
‖F‖2 = 1. Thus L2(S) is reflexive by the classical James theorem, this in turn implies
(S,X ) is random reflexive.
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
Remark 3.1. We will give some interesting applications of Theorem 3.1 to measurability
problems in the forthcoming other paper.
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